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As I reflect on this milestone year, it has been both exciting and 
challenging given the uncertainty and pressures we have faced 
as an organization. It has been a bittersweet year of building on 
the successes to date while making the required adjustments to 
prepare the organization for the challenges ahead.  

We have had great successes of building new initiatives like 
the Atlantic Reef Ball Program, a new and exciting salt water 
restoration program that has garnered significant media 
attention.  Our Nova Scotia Youth Conservation Corps Program 
continues to maintain the largest network of youth environmental 
agents in the province that supports building our green 
economy.  Pilot projects, like Ship to Shore, demonstrate our 
innovation by developing unique solutions to complex issues in 
non-traditional settings.  

Our energy efficiency work continues to remain a significant 
priority.  We are however facing many new challenges and 
opportunities arising from the provincial Electricity System 
Review process.  We remain committed to working with our 
partners and funders to ensure that all Nova Scotians benefit 
from energy efficiency through technological advancements 
and behavioural change. The strength and quality of our energy 
efficiency delivery work was further reinforced by Emera’s $37 
million donation to the Clean Foundation to deliver a low income 
energy efficiency program for electrically heated homes over the 
next ten years.

As outlined in this report, organizational objectives have been 
developed that set a new course to ensure the long-term 
sustainability of the organization.  This new business strategy 
has translated into investments in infrastructure and restructuring 
costs that were needed to right-size the organization and 
align it to a changing policy and business environment. These 
organizational changes have affected our financial results and 
will continue to do so in the 2014-15 fiscal year. 

One of our primary growth areas is to expand our reach beyond 
the borders of Nova Scotia.  Our goal is to transform the 
knowledge within the organization into an exportable commodity 
that can be attractive to many jurisdictions. This required a 
review of our current brand and offering and thus our name 
change to the Clean Foundation.  

It is indeed a time of change and excitement.  It is also a time to 
recognize the efforts of many as we wind down our celebrations 
of our 25th Anniversary.  I would like to thank our dedicated 
network of partners who recognize the value that Clean provides 
to individuals, organizations and communities.  I would also like 
to thank our dedicated staff team who have remained flexible 
and open to change as we adapt to an evolving model of service 
delivery and accountability. 

Finally, I would like to acknowledge the support and guidance 
of the Board of Directors through the leadership of the Chair, 
Dean Bouchard.  We are fortunate to have a remarkable group 
of dedicated community leaders who have invested their own 
passion capital to ensure that Clean continues to be one of the 
most respected and acknowledged environmental agencies in 
Atlantic Canada.

Chris Morrissey
Executive Director, Clean Foundation



About the Clean Foundation

Clean Foundation Sponsors and Funders
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The Clean Foundation is proudly entering its 26th year of 
inspiring environmental change. As the largest environmental and 
sustainability education not-for-profit in Atlantic Canada, Clean 
offers a host of programs, services and resources focused in the 
areas of water stewardship, energy efficiency, waste reduction, 
climate change and sustainable transportation.

2013-14 has been an exciting year for the organization, one 
filled with change and growth. We have a new Executive 
Director, Chris Morrissey, who has brought valuable experience 
to Clean in terms of his background in managing large not-
for-profit organizations with busy stakeholder maps. We have 
accomplished a lot in terms of the evolution of our programs 
and services and in terms of our partnerships including youth 
skills and development via our Nova Scotia Youth Conservation 
Corps (NSYCC) program. We partnered with Irving Shipbuilding 
on the installation of two artificial reefs in Halifax Harbour through 
our Atlantic Reef Ball Program. We also acted as a program 
facilitator for TD Tree Days, a nation-wide tree-planting event 
organized and funded by the TDFriends of the Environment 

Foundation. Significantly and recently, Nova Scotia Power and 
Emera announced a multi-year community donation to Clean 
totaling approximately $37 million to help permanently reduce 
energy costs through energy saving retrofits for Nova Scotian 
homes. The donation will fund energy saving up grades for 
low income customers with electrically heated homes and is 
expected to help customers save more than $550 a year on their 
power bill. 

Organizationally, as our programs and service grow and respond 
to the needs and demands of Nova Scotians, we too have 
evolved our brand to be more in line with our future goals and 
priorities. Although our official name remains Clean Nova Scotia 
Foundation, our short form and brand name has changed from 
Clean Nova Scotia to the Clean Foundation. This signifies a 
subtle yet important progression in our continued approach 
to providing individuals and communities with the means, 
knowledge and opportunity to make responsible environmental 
choices.

Efficiency Nova Scotia

Province of Nova Scotia

Irving Shipbuilding

Government of Canada

Halifax Regional 
Municipality

Shell Canada

• Canadian Plastics Industry 
Association

• Canarose
• Community Sector Council 

of Nova Scotia
• Dalhousie University
• Downtown Dartmouth 

Business Commission
• Ducks Unlimited
• Electronic Products 

Recycling Association
• Envirowater Technologies
• Farnell Packaging Limited
• Glad
• Halifax Community 

Planning and Design
• Halifax Port Authority

• Halifax Regional School 
Board

• Halifax Water
• Heritage Gas
• Intact Foundation
• Labatt Breweries of Canada
• Maritime Remediation
• Metro Community Housing 

Association
• Mountain Equipment   

Co-operative
• Nova Scotia Community 

College
• Nova Scotia Provincial 

Lotteries and Casino 
Corporation

• Nova Scotia Salmon 
Association

• NSLC Adopt a Stream
• Resource Recovery Fund 

Board Inc.
• Royal Bank of Canada -  

Blue Water Foundation
• Sage Environmental Trust
• Scotiabank Blue Nose 

Marathon
• Southeastern Community 

Health Board
• TD Friends of the 

Environment Foundation
• Tervita
• Thermalwise
• Tim Hortons
• Town of Moncton
• Union of NS Municipalities
• Walmart Evergreen
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4 Strategic Goals and Priorities

This was a transformative year for the Clean Foundation. We continue to grow our educational and community programs and have 
set our sights on specific and tangible goals to build on our mandate of creating a cleaner, healthier environment by informing, 
enabling and inspiring others to respect and consider the environment in all their choices.

In setting our goals and priorities for the coming year and into the future, we undertook an important strategic planning exercise 
to help better guide and focus our work. This involved analyzing and projecting the environmental needs of our communities, our 
capabilities and expertise and the realities of the economic landscape.

The Clean Foundation’s Strategic Goals and Priorities for 2014 and beyond therefore are:

One
Strengthen Core Programs

Develop and deliver environmental programs and education 
that will reinforce and grow our brand and deliver exceptional 
customer service across our network.

A. Review of existing programs and support priority areas 
with reallocated resources.

B. Position Clean as the authoritative delivery agent for 
energy efficiency programs that align with our mission/
values.

C. Identify new revenue generation opportunities to fund 
core programs.

D. Refine our education tools to meet the needs of our 
next generation of children.

E. Refine our education tools to meet the needs of our 
customers.

F. Enhance our Nova Scotia Youth Conservation Corps 
network and reach across the province.

G. Develop cross programming promotional tools to link 
program areas.

Two
Environmental Stewardship and Education

Position Clean as the leader in Nova Scotia for Environmental 
Education and Environmental Programs. 

A. Develop and implement a comprehensive stakeholder 
relationship management program.

B. Broaden our environmental reach through strategic and 
collaborative partnerships.

C. Define annual environmental targets that position Clean 
as the leader in our core program areas.

D. Increase brand awareness with Clean scoring in the 
top three organizations in top of mind awareness for 
environmental agencies in Nova Scotia.

E. Host or partner with community events to generate 
general awareness, recruit volunteers and recognize our 
funders and sponsors.



Three
Innovation and Growth

Create new growth opportunities when opportunities and 
financial resources allow us to build upon core strengths and 
competencies.

A. Create an environment where new concepts can be 
developed quickly for market.

B. Be recognized as a leader in developing pilot projects 
and new initiatives by our funders and stakeholders.

C. Seek out educational and institutional partners to 
leverage research and development opportunities.

D. Expand into underdeveloped markets as the knowledge 
experts and training leaders in core environmental 
program areas.

E. Create one centre of expertise for the environment and 
sustainability to support all programs areas.

Four
Leadership

Build a stable and cohesive green collar organization.

A. Develop an internal communications strategy that 
engages and supports volunteers and staff.

B. Align training and development plans to match gaps/
weaknesses.

C. Identify organizational competencies and align them to 
performance management tools.

D. Retain staff and management by providing them with 
opportunities to grow and gain additional skills and 
competencies.

E. Focus on financial flexibility to ensure we meet our 
strategic objectives.

F. Attract, recruit and train a diverse and skilled workforce 
that supports growing or green economy.

G. Retain knowledge experts in our core program 
environmental areas. (energy efficiency, sustainable 
transportation, waste, youth education, agriculture and 
water).

H. Develop organization to meet Imagine Canada 
standards and accreditation.
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6 Statement of Operations 
for the fiscal year ended March 31, 2014

Notes 2014 2013

Revenue

  Service contracts & sponsorships 2.1, 8.1 $ 9,392,800 $  9,543,946 

  Government contracts & grants

    Federal  99,628  107,003 

    Provincial  594,337  541,931 

    Municipal  92,760  93,446 

      Sub-total government funding  786,725  742,380 

  Donations  95,078  1,477 

  Interest 2.5  67,036  42,637 

    Total Revenue $ 10,343,639 $ 10,330,400

Expenses

  Operations

    Salaries, wages, & benefits $ 5,453,291 $ 4,539,978

    Training & professional development 132,991  26,458 

    Recruitment expenses 9,401  39,782 

    Contracted labour 557,001  472,552 

      Sub-total human resources 6,152,684  5,078,770 

    Program materials  3,004,648  2,730,197 

    Materials handling expenses  66,262  36,386 

    Other program supplies  48,526  29,366 

      Sub-total program supplies  3,119,436  2,795,949 

    Vehicle expenses  461,319  480,813 

    Travel expenses  130,857  104,390 

    Marketing & communications  118,421  99,544 

    Other operational expenses  28,439  11,342 

      Sub-total Operations  10,011,156  8,570,808 

 Administration

    Office occupancy expenses $  $137,217 $  $110,147 

    Professional fees  24,215  72,438 

    Printing, copying, postage & courier expense  52,017  54,740 

    Office materials & services  27,012  45,763 

    Telecommunications expenses  50,527  80,645 

    Information technology expenses    150,108  87,543 

    Amortization  112,843  74,392 

    Insurance expense  25,906  14,193 

    Board & management expenses  8,962  4,939 

    Financial service fees & interest expense  12,055  6,602 

    Net loss on sale of vehicles  1,451  - 

      Sub-total Administration  602,313  551,402 

        Total Expenses  10,613,469  9,122,210 

Excess of revenue over expenses $  (269,830) $  1,208,230 

29% 
Program Supplies

58%
Human Resources

6%
Vehicle, 

Travel & Other

6%
Office & Administration

1%
Marketing & 

Communications

91%
Service Contracts & Sponsorships

7%
Government Contracts

 & Grants

1%
Donations

1%
Interest

Revenue

Expenses
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Note 2014 2013

Assets

Current Assets

Cash & equivalents 2.5 $  1,615,976 $  $4,585,399 

Accounts receivable 3.0  1,010,168  1,004,060 

Contract work in process 2.1  761,383  - 

Inventory 2.6  112,366  204,376 

Prepaid expenses  61,404  31,940 

 3,561,297  5,825,775 

Investments 4.0  1,661,548  - 

Capital assets 5.0  880,476  785,850 

$ 6,103,321 $ 6,611,625

Liabilities & Net Assets

Current Liabilities

Line of credit 6.0 $  70,000 $ - 

Accounts payable and accrued liabilities 7.0  573,784  293,885 

HST payable  115,488  149,611 

Deferred program revenue 8.0  321,850  874,100 

 1,081,122  1,317,596 

Net Assets

Unrestricted  2,097,682  1,967,077 

Investment in capital assets  880,476  785,850 

Internally restricted: 2.2

Capital projects fund  691,584  905,253 

Scholarship fund  8,000  10,000 

Program development fund  748,442  748,442 

NSYCC fund  173,201  179,607 

Training fund  84,938  300,000 

Program support fund  337,876  397,800 

 5,022,199  5,294,029 

$ 6,103,321 $  6,611,625 

Statement of Financial Position
as at March 31, 2014

Clean Foundation | Annual Report 2013-2014
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Working Capital & Capital Structure
To increase investment revenues, while maintaining a low-
risk portfolio; $1.66 million of cash was invested in Canadian 
guaranteed investment certificates with a weighted average 
term of 2.32 years to maturity and a weighted average yield of 
2.18%. 

The Clean Foundation maintains a strong current ratio of 
329%, ensuring its ability to discharge all current obligations.

The Clean Foundation has no long-term debt, but has access 
to a $2 million line of credit (offered at prime) to support 
operating expenditures.

Financial Discussion & Analysis

Revenues
Total revenue remained static as compared to the prior fiscal 
year. Activity and revenue from energy efficiency service 
contracts declined by roughly 10% or $0.91 million. This 
decline was due to a sudden decrease in program targets 
by the Clean Foundation’s largest funding partner. However, 
this was partly offset by the recognition of $0.80 million of 
deferred revenue related to HST on taxable energy programs. 
Net growth of $0.10 million in other environmental education 
programs, funded through service contracts, sponsorships, 
donations, and grants, along with gains in interest income, 
contributed to a modest increase in total revenue of $0.01 
million.

Expenses
A two-year restructuring project is underway, resulting in a 
reduction of 14% of the Clean Foundation’s full-time-equivalent 
workforce. Related retirement, severance, and compensation 
change notice costs have contributed $0.17 million to salary 
expense.

Additionally, at end of fiscal 2012-13; the Board of Directors 
established restricted funds to support the following 
investments:

• Competency upgrade training and professional 
development programs, including health and safety 
certification, at a cost of $0.22 million.

• Capital projects, including information technology and 
telecommunication upgrades, at a cost of $0.21 million.

Program supplies increased by $0.32 million as a result of 
the higher technology profile of the energy programs and the 
launch of the manufactured Atlantic Reef Balls Program. 

Administrative costs increased from 5.3% to 5.8% of total 
revenue, primarily a result of higher capital asset amortization 
costs.

Clean Foundation | Annual Report 2013-2014
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Clean’s long running energy efficiency work focuses on providing 
energy efficiency products, advice and education to residential 
and commercial properties and owners.  Our ability to deliver 
and pilot programs tailored specifically to community and client 
needs has allowed us to make substantial contributions to 
reducing Nova Scotia’s energy demands and greenhouse gas 
emissions.

Over the last year Clean delivered a variety of Efficiency Nova 
Scotia programs across the province including the Home Energy 
Assessment Program, Swift Switch 2013, the Residential Direct 
Install of Efficient Products Program, and the Residential Low-
Income Homeowner Program.  The cumulative effect of these 
programs includes 1,34 home assessments, 542 followup 
home assessments, and retrofitting 17,186 residences with 
over 300,000 ENERGY STAR ® qualified CFLs saving over 
23.5 megawatt hours in the 2013-2014 fiscal year.  This is 
equivalent to removing 2000 houses from the grid.

This year Clean also piloted our new Sustainability Housing 
Retrofit and Education Project in collaboration with the 
Dalhousie office of Sustainability and the Department of Facilities 
Management.  As part of the project, Clean staff perform 
energy audits and complete energy efficient building retrofits 
of residential properties on the Dalhousie campus in Halifax.  
Preliminary results for nine completed properties indicate the 
retrofits will reduce energy consumption on campus by 150,000 
MJ per year, and reduce greenhouse gas emissions by 20 
tonnes per year.

Energy
Program Overview

“…My little house has never been so warm! 

Insulation and draft-proofing has made a 

substantial difference. I want to thank you all 

for the difference you have made to my quality 

of life as well as reducing my environmental 

footprint.”

 - Deborah Wood, 
   RLIHP participant

1,034
Home Assessments

542
Follow up Assessments

17,182
Residences Retrofitted

Clean Foundation | Annual Report 2013-2014
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Clean’s Energy Programs include: Water
Program Overview

The Clean Foundation’s Water Programs aim to protect and 
conserve water resources while also helping communities 
mitigate and adapt to water issues related to climate change. 

Our relationships with towns, utilities, municipalities and within 
the insurance industry have helped to further our work on 
stormwater management. We hosted a two-day stormwater 
learning workshop for regional academics, engineers, 
developers, planners, and other professionals working in fields 
related to stormwater infrastructure and mitigation. 

Additionally, we delivered our one on one homeowner 
stormwater advising program “RainYards” to 100 homeowners 
and provided two public stormwater workshops as part of the 
project.  This program shows great promise and is likely to 
expand to other communities in 2014-2015.

Our education work tied to water conservation and protection 
also continued this year.  Over 2,200 school children took 
part in hands-on watershed conservation workshops through 
our “Discover Your Watershed” program.  We also delivered 
Nova Scotia Environment’s “Environmental Home Assessment 
Program” to 200 residents in rural Nova Scotia, providing 
education to prevent environmental spills and drinking water 
contamination. 

The Clean Foundation supplements our water education work 
with environmental restoration projects that help restore and 
maintain healthy watersheds.  This year, we planted over 2,000 
trees in riparian zones, restored over 602 m² of freshwater 
fish habitat in streams and rivers, and created 18,000 m² of 
marine fish habitat by installing two artificial reefs in Halifax 
Harbour.  This work makes our watersheds and ecosystems 
stronger and more resilient to increasing environmental and 
human pressures. It also provides opportunities for involving 
the public in hands-on environmental projects.

2,000+
Trees Planted

602m2+
Habitat Restored

18,000m2

Habitat Created
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The Clean Foundation’s Sustainable Transportation Programs 
promote clean transportation (including fuel efficiency), which 
decreases greenhouse gas emissions and creates healthier 
communities.  We are proud to have developed strong 
partnerships through this work, and were delighted to receive 
a $100,000 contribution from Shell (2012 – 2014) to support 
our transportation initiatives, as a prize from the Shell Fuelling 
Change contest. We also received multi-year funding from the 
NS Department of Energy to support our Commuter and Large 
Vehicle Fleet Awareness Program.

In addition to two playful public awareness video campaigns 
focused on the benefits of sustainable transportation (“Morning 
Commute” & “A Night Out”), three local events - Halifax 
Nocturne, Halifax Pop Explosion and TD Halifax JazzFest 
- received a sustainable transportation assessment with a 
tailored report and recommendations. Over 600 volunteers 
at both the Halifax Pop Explosion and JazzFest were trained 
on sustainable transportation options. Approximately 1110 
event goers participated in our transportation survey to form 
a baseline for evaluating change year to year at participating 
events.

The Clean Foundation’s Sustainable 
Transportation programs include:
• DriveWiser

• FleetWiser

• Way to Go Workplaces

• Bike Valet

• Commuter Challenge

The overall impact of our transportation programs has been 
significant with, in the past year, 912 DriveWiser program 
participants learning fuel efficient driving techniques, 10 
workplaces receiving a a Way to Go Workplaces audit report 
with tailored recommendations and over 1800 individuals and 
180 workplaces engaging in the Commuter Challenge. 

Sustainable
Transportation
Program Overview

912
DriveWiser program participants

841 
New drivers at driving schools

45
Fleet operator participants

1800 individuals and 180 workplaces
Engaged in the 

Commuter Challenge

Bike Valet partnerships 
with the 

2014 Scotiabank Blue Nose 
Marathon and HRM Bike Week

 “It’s our estimation…that we probably can 

save 5% on fuel costs by implementing a 

number of the recommendations.”

  – FleetWiser respondent
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“The NSYCC program was one of the best 

things I have ever been a part of. I go to 

school in Ontario where there is a lot of 

opportunity to gain environment related 

work experience but when I moved back 

to Nova Scotia there was hardly any such 

opportunities. The NSYCC is one of the only 

programs that offer such opportunities, and 

because of this program I was able to gain 

valuable work experience this summer.” 

  - Coulton Simms, 
  Project: Little River Stream Restoration Project,   
  Community Partner: Cobequid Salmon Association

Community
Program Overview

Nova Scotia Youth Conservation Corps 
(NSYCC)
The Clean Foundation helps connect young Nova Scotians 
with paid summer employment in the environmental sector 
through the Nova Scotia Youth Conservation Corps (NSYCC). 

The NSYCC builds connections between youth and local 
organizations to stimulate stewardship for the natural 
environment and support the emergence of young community 
leaders. This is accomplished by providing students 
aged 15 to 30 years old with training and employment 
opportunities through paid work placements with community-
based organizations. The NSYCC provides youth with the 
experience and mentorship needed to become leaders in their 
communities.

In 2013/14, Clean worked with 21 community partners 
across the province to provide 35 youth the opportunity to 
work on environmental projects which have had a lasting 
impact in their community.  Throughout the summer 2,494,547 
square metres of habitat was restored, 2,213 trees were 
planted, and 935 children were engaged on environmental 
issues all contributing to a sustainable future for our 
communities.

35 
Youth Employment Positions

2,213 
Trees Planted

2,494,547 
Sq. Meters of Habitat Restored
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The Clean Foundation strives to foster environmental 
mindfulness by providing inspiring and engaging workshops to 
youth of all ages. We provide sustainability education through 
in-class and extracurricular workshops and programming 
across the province for students in grades between P-12. Our 
programs are aligned with specific curriculum targets for each 
age group and link topics such as climate change, air quality, 
water conservation, waste stewardship and food sustainability 
with everyday habits and solutions for positive change. 

We bring our environmental superhero cat Eddie to classrooms 
primary through Grade 3 to teach children about waste, water 
and air. We also deliver both a Farms to Schools program and 
summer food camp to engage youth about the impact of their 
food choices and the importance of locally sourced food for 
our health and for the environment. 

Clean has received strong support from a number of partners 
including Health Canada and Nova Scotia Environment in 
the development of youth engagement workshops that focus 
on air quality and climate change. Our new partnership with 
Health Canada is part of a three-year commitment totalling 
over $185,000. Additionally, the NS Department of Health 
and Wellness has generously supported our Youth Education 
programs for a second year and we have been fortunate to 
welcome interns from both Mount Saint Vincent University and 
Dalhousie University School of Nursing in Halifax to support 
our work throughout the year.

In fiscal 2013-14, we achieved a number of significant 
milestones including engaging 5175 P-3 students in 58 
schools across the province through 83 Eddie shows, with 384 
students taking on a waste stewardship activities to deepen 
their learning; 2056 Gr 5-12 students in 38 schools and 79 
classrooms received sustainability education workshops; and 
14 youth participated in a one-week intensive, hands-on Food 
Camp. We also supported 24 Farm to School events that 
engaged 2248 students in five schools boards.

In 2013-14, the program team:
• Integrated new workshop evaluation tools to ensure 

continuous improvement;

• Drafted a new Air Quality themed show called Eddie and 
the Air out There;

• Drafted integrated workshops that explore the topics of 
climate change, air quality and food issues;

• Continued to support student led environmental and 
sustainability initiatives at a number of local schools;

• Worked alongside the Ecology Action Centre to facilitate 
the planning and carrying out of the second annual Start 
Something Big Youth Conference;

“This presentation was extremely well 

worth it! Great information, well presented 

to the students, kept students engaged. 

The stations created great discussion on 

the amount of electricity used! Thanks for 

coming!” 

 – Teacher, 
   Sustainability Education Workshops

“Dear Eddie: I don’t like LITTER!!!! Why don’t 

people wait until they get home instead of 

throwing the litter out of the car window.  It’s 

important to not litter. I love you. Love Cassia”

  - Grade Two Student

Youth Education
Program Overview

Clean Foundation | Annual Report 2013-2014
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The Clean Foundation’s Waste Programs are our longest 
running and are considered to be one of our most widely 
recognized efforts. We are continuing our role in leading 
community education in this area in order to support provincial 
recycling programs and to foster environmental stewardship 
through proper waste sorting.  This enables Nova Scotians 
to take action as well as adopt new behaviours that keep 
our province clean and healthy. We achieve this through a 
number of programs including the delivery of a volunteer 
driven community litter pick up program, the Great Nova 
Scotia Pick Me Up, along with the award winning marine 
waste stewardship program, Ship to Shore. Our loveable cat 
and environmental superhero Eddie also engages children 
in grades P-3 through rhyme, song and humour. Eddie’s 
Litterless show was delivered to 5175 youth through 83 
performances at 58 schools in all seven waste regions of 
the province.

We are fortunate to have many active and supportive partners 
of our Waste Programs. The Nova Scotia Environment and 
Resource Recovery Board Fund have continued to fund our 
work and Olands was a proud corporate sponsor of the Pick 
Me Up program, with a staff litter cleanup day, and have 
committed their continued support in 2014-15. 

“The students enjoyed this activity (the Great 

Nova Scotia Pick Me Up) and were very 

excited about the ‘unusual’ items they found. 

They were very proud that we collected so 

much trash.”

 - Glenda Anthony, 
   Maitland District School

Waste
Program Overview
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In 2013/14, Clean presented at the Canadian Embassy 
in Cuba on lessons from the Clean Foundation’s waste 
programs. In this past fiscal year, we visited 35 harbours and 
provided waste assessments and recommendations to the 
respective harbour managers. The Canadian Plastics Industry 
Association also supported us in the development of a public 
toolkit on delivering marine waste stewardship programs. 937 
fishers engaged on waste stewardship with 25 captains 
receiving vessel waste assessment with recommendations 
for improvement. We delivered four prototype waste bins for 
vessels and 70% of fishers stated that less garbage has been 
tossed or lost overboard and 92% stated they had increased 
the amount of sorting of recyclables on their vessel (especially 
smaller items such as lunch waste). This program will be 
expanded to 25 vessels in 2014-15 and were successful in 
the development of a public Marine Waste Stewardship Toolkit 
based on the success of our Ship to Shore program.

Our marine waste advisory committee continues to be 
important collaborators. They include: Fisheries and Oceans 
Canada Small Craft Harbours; Maritime Fisherman’s Union; 
Nova Scotia Fisheries and Aquaculture; Region 6 Solid 
Waste Management; Valley Waste Resource Management; 
Waste Check; Yarmouth Bar Harbour Authority; and Deveau 
Consulting Limited. 

In 2013/14, Clean registered nearly 400 litter cleanups 
with over 20,000 participants, 9,700 of whom were from 
HRM. Our litter clean-up participants contributed over 1,000 
volunteer hours and collected over 10,000 bags of litter 
and 900 bags of recycling.Us reiciusam, ut est vollesti

“(The boat bin) works great for 

small articles and provides an extra 

reminder to dispose of waste in the 

correct manner”  

 - Hubert Saulnier, 
   Meteghan Fisherman

Great Nova Scotia Pick Me Up participants, Alexander, Sophie and 
Booklyn tackle litter in their community of Portland Hills Estates. 

1,000+
Volunteer Hours

900
Bags of Recycling

10,000
Bags of Garbage
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http://clean.ns.ca/wp-content/uploads/2014/01/The-Clean-Foundation-Marine-Waste-Stewardship-Toolkit.pdf


We were proud to launch the new Clean Foundation brand 
this year. The updated brand name and logo provide us 
with a look and feel in line with our strategy, mission and 
values as we move forward. It also better reflects our work, 
which often addresses environmental issues that extend 
beyond our provincial borders. As part of the brand change, 
we refreshed our website in mid-June 2014. As one of our 
strongest marketing tools and sources of information for our 
partners and customers, we are pleased that the site received 
a significant increase in visitors this year. Our most commonly 
visited pages include information pages for our DriverWiser 
program, energy efficiency programs, and the Nova Scotia 
Youth Conservation Corps. 

Clean enjoyed a considerable amount of media coverage 
in 2013/2014 due in large part to the efforts of our 
Communications team. We have continued to utilize our 
online tool kit including social media releases and in addition 
to appearances on Global Morning Live, Land and Sea, CBC 
Evening News and CTV Live at 5, we received considerable 
coverage on the web, on radio and in print media outlets 
across the province including the Chronicle Herald, the Cape 
Breton Post, the Truro Daily News and the Pictou Advocate. 
While we commit a considerable amount of time to proactive 
media outreach, we continue to see an increase in unsolicited 
incoming enquiries as we are relied upon as an expert in the 
areas of environmental education and programming. 

Social Media
In addition to an active website, our online presence includes 
a robust social media presence through which we disseminate 
program information, education and event information. Our 
audience on our @CleanFoundation Twitter account has grown 
from 3,103 to 4,555 followers and in the past year alone and 
our Facebook likes have doubled.

 

Awareness and Support
The success of our organization in the past year would not 
have been possible without the commitment and passion of 
community members who volunteer their time and experience 
to implementing Clean’s programs and initiatives; participating 
in events; writing reports and materials; educating students 
and so much more. In addition to our robust volunteer 
program, we have also benefitted from the contributions of 
dozens of interns from colleges and universities across the 
region. These interns contributed their valuable time and 
effort to a variety of Clean programs and projects including 
watershed restoration, RainYards, and the organization’s 
communication work. 

Communications

@cleanfoundation facebook.com/CleanFoundation

1,6734,555
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